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0. Introduction
Let G be a finite group, B a ^ )-block of G, where p is a prime. In [5],
Dade conjectured that the alternating sum of the numbers of irreducible
characters of certain heights in some blocks of subgroups of G related to
B vanishes. (See Section 1 below.) Moreover, he showed that the con-
jecture holds for blocks with cyclic defect groups and for any blocks of the
first Janko group and the smallest Mathieu group. (See Sections 9, 10
and 11 of [5].) The cyclic defect group case can be handled since the
structure of such blocks is well known by Dade's work. So, the answer
to the conjecture in this case is completely due to him. On the other hand,
by virtue of [4], [8] and [6], the structure of tame blocks, that is, 2-blocks
whose defect groups are dihedral, quaternion or quasidihedral, is also well
known. Thus, one could expect that the conjecture can also be proved in
these cases. In fact, the purpose of the present paper is to show that one
form of Dade's conjectures, whose concern is extended to the number of
ordinary irreducible characters invariant under the action of given automor-
phisms, holds for tame blocks. (See Section 1.) Thus, for example, the
principal 2-block of the smallest Mathieu group, which is treated concretely
in Section 11 of [5], is just an example of our case.
Notations and terminologies are standard. See for example [7] and
[2]. For any fixed £-block B of a finite group G, and any subgroup H of
G, we denote by Bl(if, B) the set of those />-blocks b of H which satisfy
bG = B. The sets of ordinary irreducible characters and Brauer irreducible
characters in B are denoted by Irr(i?) and IBr(2?), respectively. The
cardinalities of Irr(i?) and IBr(l?) are denoted by k(B) and l(B) as
usual. For χeΙrr(B), we denote by d(χ) the biggest integer m such that
pm divides |G|/χ(l). Thus the sum of d(χ) and the height of χ gives the
defect d(B) of B. In this paper, a £-chain means a chain C:
P0<P1< <Pn of ^-subgroups of G with P0 = Op(G). The above n is
called the lenth of C. If all P/s are elementary abelian, then it is called
an elementary chain.
This paper is organized as follows. After stating Dade's conjecture
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in Section 1, we review several results on tame blocks in Section 2. Most
of them are found in [4] or [8], or just easy exercises. Using the results
in Section 2 and some local analysis, we determine, in Section 3, the
related blocks which contribute the alternating sum. Section 4 is devoted
to studying some actions of automorphisms on Irr(2?) and on the column
index set of the generalized decomposition matrix of B. Through
Brauer's permutation lemma, one can see the relation between these two
actions. This may give a device for counting the number of invariant
elements in Irr(i?) in terms of the action on local objects such as
subsections. However, we must also consider the action on IBr(i?) since
irreducible Brauer characters appear as the column indices as well. This
is analyzed by, with Erdmann's classification of tame algebras, looking
at the actions on the ordinary decomposition matrices, on the Cartan
matrices or on the stable Auslander-Reiten quivers of the modular block
algebras. Eventually, the number of invariant ordinary irreducible
characters is given completely in terms of the actions on local
objects. These are done in Section 5. We complete the proof of our
main result in Section 6.
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1. Alternating sums
Let G be a normal subgroup of a finite group E> and let β be a
/>-block of G. Here p is a prime. Assume that B is Z?-invariant. For
any />-chain C of G, let NE(C) denote the intersection of the normalizers
in E of the subgroups appearing in C Then NG(C) = NE(C)nG is a
normal subgroup of NE(C) and we have
NE(C)G/G^NE(C)/NG(C).
For any subgroup FoϊE with G<Fand any integer d, we denote by
k(NG(C), B, d, F)
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the number of those irreducible characters ψ of NG(C) which lie in a
block b of NG(C) with bG = By d(\j/) = d and their inertia subgroups I in
NE(C) satisfy IG = F. Notice that if F is not contained in NE(C)Gy then
the above number is zero. Also, if two ^-chains C and C satisfy
NE(C) = NE(C')y then the above numbers for C and C'coinside (for fixed
By F and d). Moreover, it is clear that this number is invariant under
the action of G.
Take the family $ of all the elementary /)-chains in G. Let S/G
denote a set of representatives of G-conjugacy classes of S. Then the
alternating sum
(1.1) S = Σ (-1) |C|£(ΛΓG(C), B, d, F)
is well defined, where \C\ denotes the length of C The extended
conjecture can be stated as follows.
Conjecture 1.2. IfOp(G) = ί andd(B)>Oy then S = 0 for all F and d.
By (3.6) and Proposition 3.7 of [5], the family $ can be replaced by
some other natural families. As is mentioned in the introduction, our
main theorem is the following.
Theorem. Conjecture 1.2 holds for tame blocks.
In the case of G=E = F, we use k(NG(C)y By d) instead of k(NG(C),
B, dy F). Conjecture 1.2 in this case is called the ordinary conjecture
in [5]. (See Section 6 of [5].)
We now make the following easy remark which may be helpful.
(1.3) Let F, I and E' be subgroups of E such that G<F<E'G and
E'r\G<I<Er. Then IG = F if and only if I=FnE'.
Proof. Notice first that F=(FnE')G. Conversely, suppose that
IG = F. Then I<Fr\E'. Let geFnE'. Then we may write g — hhl for
he I and h'eG. Now h' = h~1g lies in E'. Thus h! lies in GnE' and
hence in /. Hence g must lie in /. Therefore, we have I = FnE'. •
Let C be a ^-chain of G and F a subgroup of E with G<F. Also,
let beB\(NG(C), B) and φelrr(b). If F<NE(C)Gy then apply (1.3) to
E'=NE(C) and the inertia group / of φ in NE(C). Consequently, we
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may compute the number of characters in b whose inertia groups / satisfy
I=FnNE(C). Recall also that if F<NE(C)G is not the case, then k(NG(C),
By d, F) = 0.
2. Preliminaries for tame blocks
In this section, we summarize results on tame blocks. All of them
come from [4], [8] and [6]. First of all, we introduce several notations,
which will be used throughout this paper.
Let G be a finite group and B a tame block of G. We fix a defect
group D of B, and write |Z)| = 2W. Then D can be expressed as one of
the following.
(I) dihedral (n>2): D=<x, y ^ 1 =y2 = \y yχy = χ-1>
(II) quaternion (w>3): D=<x, y\χ2n'2 —y2y j ; 4 = l, y~ixy = x~i >
(III) 1 2
Let z denote x2" . If n>3, then z is the unique central involution of
D. Also, let Sf be the set of Z)-conjugacy classes in <x>\<z>. (If
n — 2, then £f is empty.) Thus, for example, if D is dihedral or quaternion,
then we can take {xι | 1 < i < 2n ~ 2 — 1} as a set of representatives of
£P. However, certainly this set does not work in the case of
quasidihedral! Moreover, we fix several automorphisms of D as
follows. In case of D dihedral or quaternion, the automorphism σ
sends y to xy and fixes x. If w>3, the automorphisms τ and c fix y
and send x to x5 and x7, respectively, where j is — 1 if D is dihedral or
quaternion and — l + 2 n ~ 2 if Z> is quasidihedral.
The above three cases are further divided into, in total, ten
situations. (See [4], [8] and ρ,152-p.l55 of [6].) Here we remark that
it can be described in terms of some local informations. Define subgroups
Q
γ
 and Q2 of D by:
f < z, y >, if D is dihedral or quasidihedral
I<x2n2,y>, if Z) is quaternion.
< z, xy >, if D is dihedral
<x2n'2\ xy>, if D is quaternion or quasidihedral.0 2 - 1 ^ τ.n-2
Note that they are four-groups or quaternion groups of order
eight. Moreover, if « = 2 or if D is quaternion and w = 3, then
Qι = Q2 — D. Let us fix a Sylow β-subpair (Z), b) for a moment, and
for each Qf of the above subgroups, take a block bQ> of CG(Qf) such that
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(Q'> bQ>) is contained in (D, b). Let N(bQ>) denote the stabilizer of bQ>
i n
 NG(Q')- Then we say that;
(2.1) (i) B satisfies (aa) if N(bQ.)\CG(Qι) has an element of order
three for i=\, 2.
(ii) B satisfies (ab) if N(bQi)\CG(Qι) has an element of order three for
exactly one ί when D is dihedral or quaternion, and for only i=ί when D
is quasidihedral.
(iii) When D is quasidihedral, B satisfies (ba) if N(bQ.)\CG(Qι) has an
element of order three for only i=2.
(iv) B satisfies (bb) ί/Λ7'(δ(2.)\CG(Qί) does not have an element of order
three ( t '=l, 2).
It should be noticed that if n = 2 or if D is quaternion and w = 3,
then Qi=Q2 and we are concerned with only (aa) and (bb) of the
above. The above notation is the same as the one used in [4] and
[8]. We usually write or refer to, for example, (IIaa) to indicate the
case where D is quaternion and B satisfies (aa). Also, sometimes n must
be restricted. For instance, (Iaa, 2) means the case (Iaa) with n — 2 while
(Iaa, >3) means the case (Iaa) with n>3. Moreover, if we write (I),
for instance, then it means that we are treating the cases (Iaa) (lab) and
(Ibb) simultaniously. The argument in this paper will be given in such
a way that, as long as they are pararell in certain cases, we discuss just
once indicating which cases are concerned.
Now we give representatives of G-conjugacy classes of B-subsections.
In the following, we only give conjugacy classes of G since the associate
block is uniquely determined. (See [1].) For the proof, see (4.A) of [4]
and Proposition 2.10 of [8].
L e m m a 2.2. (i) Two elements in <x>\<z> are D-conjugate if
and only if they are G-conjugate.
(ii) The following and representatives of 9 give representatives of
G-conjugacy classes of B-subsections.
case
(Iab)(IIab)(IIIba) : z, y
(Ibb)(Πbb)(IIIbb) : z, y, xy
(Illab) : z, xy
REMARK. In the cases of (lab) and (Ilab), one possibly has to take
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xy instead of y. However, it is essentially the same as above and we
consider only the above cases.
Now we give formulae of the number of irreducible characters in
B of given height. See p.231 of [8].
Lemma 2.3. In any case, k(G, B, n) = 4, and ifnΦZ, we have k(G,
B, n-l) = 2n~2-l. For all the other values of d, k(G, B, d) = 0 except
for the following cases.
(1, if (Πab) (Πbb, 3) (IΠaa) or (IΠba)
k(Gy B, 2) = 2, if(IIaa, >4)
13, if (Πaa, 3)
The number of irreducible Brauer characters in B is also known.
Lemma 2.4. We have the following.
1, (if (Ibb) (Πbb) or (IΠbb)
l(B) = 2, J if (lab) (Πab) (IΠab) or (IΠba)
3, [if (Iaa) (IIaa) or (Illaά)
Now, we give the results on automorphisms and centralizers of some
subgroups, which will be used in the paper.
Lemma 2.5. (i) // (/, 2) or (II, 3) is the case, then Outφ) is
isomorphic to the symmetric group of degree three. Otherwise, Out(£)) is
an abelian 2-group, and in fact, Out(D)= <σ> x < τ > in cases of (I) and
(II), and Out(D)— <τ> in case of (III), where the bars indicate the natural
images in Out(Z)).
(ii) Suppose that (I, 2) and (II, 3) are not the case. Then the
restriction to <x> gives a homomorphism from Aut(D) to Aut(<#>).
Moreover, it follows that Aut(<#>)= <τ '> x < cf>, where τ' and c are
the restrictions of τ and c to <x>, respectively.
Lemma 2.6. Suppose that n>3 and let u be a non-central involution
of D. Then CD(u)= <z, u> which is an elementary abelian group of order
four.
Finally, we determine G-conjugacy classes of elementary 2-
chains. (See Sect. 1.) As is remarked in [5, Lemma 6.9], for our
purpose it suffices to consider only those in D. In view of Lemma 2.2,
we have the following. For the proof, remark that any non-central
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involution u of D is G-conjugate to z if and only if NG(<zy u>)\CG(<zy
u>) contains an element of order three. (See also p.l52-p.l55 of [6]
and (2.1).)
Lemma 2.7. Assume that O2(G) = 1. The following give represen-
tatives of G-conjugacy classes of elementary 2-chains whose final subgroups
lie in D. (In each casey we omit the trivial chain 1.)
(Iaay>3): ί<<z>y l<<z><<zy u> and \<<zy u>, where u
is in {yy xy}.
(lab): Those in (Iaay > 3) above and 1 < <y > and 1 < <y > < <zyy>.
(Ibby>3): Those in (Iaay>3) above and 1 < <u> and 1 < <u> < <zy
u>, where u is in {yy xy}.
(Iaay2): \<Dy \<<x> and \<<x><D.
(Ibby2): Those in (Iaay2) above and \<<u> and \<<u> <<Dy
where u is in {yy xy}.
(II): l<<z>.
(IΠaa) and(IIIab): 1 < < 2 > , 1 < <^> < <zyy> and\< <zyy>.
(Πlba) and (IΠbb): Those in (Hlaa) and (II lab) above and 1 < <y>
and \<<y> < <zy y>.
REMARK. Notice that in any case, the number of the conjugacy
classes of elementary 2-chains is even. We will put them into pairs so
that two 2-chains in every pair have length of opposite parity and give
the same number of characters which have to be taken into account.
3. Local blocks
We first consider the normalizer of 1 < < z > or 1 <D.
Proposition 3.1. Let H=CG(z) if n>3 and H=NG(D) if n = 2.
Theny B\(Hy B) consists of the unique block B1 which has a defect group
D. Moreover, the following hold.
If B satisfies (/,>3), then B
x
 satisfies (Ibb).
IfB satisfies (7, 2) or (IT), then B and Bi satisfy the same property.
If B satisfies (IHaa) or (IIIba)y then Bγ satisfies (IΠba).
If B satisfies (IΠab) or (IIIbb)y then Bi satisfies (IΠbb).
Proof. The first statement is clear from standard block theory.
Notice that, if w>3, z is central in H. Thus if (/, >3) is the case, then
z is not //-conjugate to y nor xy. Hence (Ibb) holds for B
x
. If n = 2y
then the two cases are distinguished by the existance of an element of
order three in NG(D)\CG(D). Hence the result holds. In cases of (II)
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and (III), those properties are determined by the existance of an element
of order three in the normalizers of certain subgroups (see (2.1)) and H
contains such normalizers. Moreover, z is not //-conjugate to y. There-
fore, the conclusions on B
x
 follow. (See also Lemma 3.1 of [8]. There
is a misprint in its statement, (ab) must be (ba) there. See its proof.) Π
The next two results concern some involutions.
Proposition 3.2. Let u be an involution in D. If n>3, suppose that
u is not G-conjugate to z. Let Q— <zy u> if n>3 and Q = D if n = 2,
and let H=CG(u) and N=HnNG(Q). Then every block in Bl(i/, B) or
Bl(iV, B) has defect group Q. In particular, the first main theorem of
Brauer gives a bijectίon between Bl(ίϊ, B) and Bl(iV, B). Moreover, those
blocks satisfy (Ibb).
Proof. Let b be a block in Bl(i/, B), and let Q be a defect group of
b. Remark that u lies in QCΛQ and that the centralizer of win any
G-conjugate of D containing Q' has order four. Thus since bG = B, there
is some g in G such that (Q'γ = Q and thus ugeQ. If u8 = u, thengeH
and Q is a defect group of b. So, assume that u8φu. If n>3, then we
must have ug = uz. Thus, there is some v in ND(Q) such that ugυ — u. If
w = 2, then since u and u8 are G-conjugate, b satisfies (Iaa) and thus there
is an element v of NG(D) such that ugv = u. In either case, gv lies in H
and we have (Qyv = Qv = Q. Hence 0 is a defect group of b. For a
block b
x
 in Bl(iV, B), the block b*t lies in Bl(iϊ, B) and Q is contained
in a defect group of b
x
. Hence Q must be the defect group of bi. Finally,
since u is central in H, the last statement holds. This completesthe
proof. •
REMARK. It is known that Bl(iί, B), for H in the above proposition,
consists of a single element.
Proposition 3.3. Let u be a non-central involution in D, and let
H=NG(<zy u>) and N=HnCG(z). (Note: n>3.) Assume that u is not
G-conjugate to z. Then, H=N.
Proof. LetgeH. Then, z8 lies in <z, u>. However, since both
u and zu are not G-conjugate to z (note: u and zu are Z)-conjugate), we
must have zg = z. Hence geN. •
REMARK. It is easy to check, without assuming that u is not
G-conjugate to z, that a block lying in B\(Hy B) for the above H has a
defect group isomorphic to the dihedral group of order eight.
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4. The action of E
From now on we assume that G is a normal subgroup of a finite
group E and B is a tame block of G fixed by E. First remark that the
above yields E = NE(D)G. Moreover, we have
(4.1.a) E/CE(D)G^NE(D)/NE(D)nCE(D)G = NE(D)/CE(D)NG(D).
Also, if n>3y then E = CE(z)G and NE(D)CE(D)CG(z) = CE(z)i which
implies
(4.1 .b) CE(z)/CE{D)CG{z) ^ NE(D)/CE(D)NG(D).
In this section, we consider the Z?-actions on several sets. Recall
that in view of Lemma 2.2, the set of all the conjugacy classes of G
intersecting with <x>\<z> can be indentified with if. If (1,2) and
(11,3) are not the case, then every automorphism of D must send x to
some odd power of xy and if (Πaa,3) is the case, then x is G-conjugate
to y and to xy. Moreover, in case of (1,2), the set if is empty. Thus
we remark that;
L e m m a 4.2. Unless (Πbb>3) is the case, the set of conjugacy classes
in G intersecting with <x>\<z> is E-stable.
In the rest of the paper, we identify if with the set of conjugacy
classes in G intersecting with < x > \ < z > . Moreover, it will be identified
with a certain subset of the column index set of the generalized
decomposition matrix of B.
Now we show that E is naturally related to Aut(Z)) as follows.
L e m m a 4.3. (i) There is a natural homomorphism μ from E to
K/K' for some subgroups K and K' of A u t φ ) with K\>K'>\nn{D) such
that Kerμ = CE(D)G.
(ii) // (/,2) and (//,3) are not the case, then the above μ induces a
homomorphism μ! from E to Aut(<Λ: > ) / < * ' > with Ker μf>CE(D)G.
Proof, (i) Consider the natural homomorphism from NE(D)/CE(D)
to Aut(D). Let K and K! be the images of NE(D)/CE(D) and
CE(D)NG(D)/CE(D)y respectively, under this homomorphism. In view of
(4.1.a), this gives a homomorphism μ from E to K/K! with Ker μ = CE(D)G.
Since
CE(D)NG(D)/CE(D) * NG(D)/CG(D) > DCG(D)/CG(D) * D/Z(D)y
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it follows that K'>lnn(D).
(ii) Assume that (1,2) and (11,3) are not the case. Then the
restriction to <x> gives a natural homomorphism from Aut(D) to
A u t ( < x > ) . Let v be in NG{D). Then xv is some power of x. However,
in view of Lemma 2.2, xv must be x or c (x). Thus K! is mapped into
< d > by the above homomorphism. Moreover, the element y gives
the automorphism d'. Hence <c'> is exactly the image of K.
Therefore, the result follows. This completes the proof. •
REMARK. By some local analysis one can also show that, if (1,2)
and (11,3) are not the case, then the above K = I n n φ ) . Thus, E/CE(D)G
is isomorphic to a subgroup of Out(Z)).
In the rest of this section, we assume that n>4 and study the relation
between the Enactions on £f and on the set of height one characters in
B. First, we introduce some Galois actions on characters. Although
this is, in fact, not absolutely necessary, it might help us to understand
the situation.
Let L be the field extension of Q generated by a primitive | G | 2 - t h
root of unity over Q. Let ε be 1 if D is dihedral or quaternion and — 1
if D is quasidihedral. Moreover, let ζ be a primitive 2w~1-th root of
unity. Then it follows from (5.A) of [4] and Proposition 4.1 of [8] that
all the values of irreducible characters in B lie in L(ζ + εζ ~i). In particular,
the Galois group Γ of L(ζ + εζ~1) over L acts on Irr(jB). Let us describe
Γ. Let Γ* be the Galois group of L(ζ) over L. Then, it is isomorphic
to the ring R of units of Z/2/I~1Z, and in fact, there is a natural
isomorphism p from R to Γ* such that
ζp(m) __ rm
for all odd m in Z, where m means the image of m in R. Moreover, Γ
is a factor group of Γ* and the above p induces an isomorphism
p': R/R'-+Γ.
Here, Rf is the subgroup of R generated by —1 if D is dihedral or
quaternion, and by — 1 + 2M~2 if D is quasidihedral. In particular, Γ is
a cyclic group of order 2"~3. Now Theorem 3 of [4] and Propositions
4.2 and 4.5 of [8] assert that;
L e m m a 4.4. Let n>4. Then, all the height zero and height n — 2
characters in B are Y-invariant. Moreover, the set of height one characters
in B has n-2 Γ-orbits F
o
, F
u
 F 2 , , Fn_3 such that {F^T for all i with
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0<t<n~3.
On the other hand, Aut(<x>)/< c> is also naturally isomorphic
to R/R\ and hence to Γ. Thus by Lemma 4.3 (ii), the composite of
E ^ Aut( <*>)/< c> ^
gives a homomorphism
v : E-+T
such that Kerv>CE(D)G. Now we have the following.
Lemma 4.5. Suppose that n>4. Then χ*~Y = χx{(X) for all α in E
and all height one irreducible characters χ in B.
Proof. Let cceE, and χ a height one character in B. Let m be an
integer with p'(mR') = v(a)y and j denote —1 if D is dihedral or quaternion
and — 1 +2n~2 if D is quasidihedral. Then for any integer ky we have
χ
a
~\xk) = χ{(xkY), which is equal to χ(xkm) or χ(xkmj). Those are equal
to χm\xk) and χp(mj)(xk), respectively. Thus it follows that χ*~\χk) =
/'(mR/)(Λ;fc) = )(v(α)(jck). Hence the entries of the generalized decomposition
matrix for χα ' and χv(α) coincide on the column corresponding to xk. Then
noticing the difference of these entries corresponding to height one
characters, which can be found in (6C) of [4] and Proposition 4.6 of [8],
it follows that χα and χv(α) must be Γ-conjugate. (Namely, they lie in
the same family F
r
. See Lemma 4.4.) Thus as is shown in Lemma 4.3
of [8], the entries for χα and χv(α) also coincide on the column indices
not corresponding to any xk. Therefore, they must be equal and this
completes the proof. •
The above implies the following.
Corollary 4.6. Suppose that n>4. Let F be a subgroup of E with
Ktrv<F.
(i) Write |F/Kerv| = 2f. Then ^ (G,β,«- l ,F) = 2w~ 3" ί if EφF and
&(G,β,tt-l,jF) = 2w~ 2~ ί-l otherwise.
(ii) The E-actions on 9* and on the set of height one characters in B
are permutation isomorphic.
Proof, (i) The subgroup Kerv acts trivially on the height one
characters by Lemma 4.5. Moreover, since Γ is cyclic, v(F) is the unique
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subgroup of Γ of order 2*. On the other hand, if χ e F
r
, then the inertia
group of χ in Γ is the unique subgroup of order 2n'3~r. Thus, if EφF,
then k{G,Byn—\,F) coincides with the number of characteres in Fn_3_t,
which is 2π~3~ ί. If E = Fy then the characters in F o , Fϊy ~, Fn_3_t are
exactly those height one characters which are i?-invariant. Hence we get
(ii) Since Kerv = Kerμ', where μ' is the same as in Lemma 4.3 (ii),
Kerv acts trivially on if, too. Recall again that i?/Kerv is cyclic by
Lemma 4.3 (ii). On the other hand, through the isomorphisms
A u t ( < * > ) / < c'>^Γ^R/R\ the i?ΛR'-actions on if and on the set of
height one characters are permutation isomorphic. (See Lemma 4.4 and
the paragraph following it.) Since ^-actions are determined by v: E -» Γ,
the result follows. •
Now we turn to the ^-action on the column index set of the generalized
decomposition matrix of B. Recall that the columns are indexed by
the G-conjugacy classes of (t/,τ/)'s, where ueD and ηelBr(b
u
) for
b
u
eBl(CG(u),B). Since B is jB-invariant, E can also act on this index
set. Notice also that for tame blocks, IBr(6
u
) consists of a single element
η
u
 if u is not 1 nor z. Thus, in view of Lemma 2.2, we can and will
identify if with a certain subset of the column index set. Let if' denote
the complement of if in the set of column indices of the generalized
decomposition matrix. In general, \9?t\ = k{B) — 2n~2 + \ since \Sf\ —
2n~2 — 1. For convenience, we give representatives of Sfr below. Here
and in the rest of this paper, ^'s and ^ Vs denote elements of IBr(l?)
and IBr(.B1), respectively, where Bx is the unique block of CG(z) with
i f
 daa)
i f
 ( I a b )
i f
 (Ibb)(IIbb) or (IΠbb)
3)}> if(Πaa)
if (Hab) or (IΠba)
if (IΠaa)
i f
 ( Π I a b )
The notation £f' is also applied even when n is 2 or 3. Finally, notice
that CE(D)G acts on if trivially.
The final result in this section is as follows.
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Corollary 4.7. Suppose that n>4. Then the numbers of E-orbits in
{χelrv(B)\d(χ)φn-\} and in 9' coincide.
Proof. Remark that the set of height one characters in B and ^are
E-stable. Since Corollary 4.6 (ii) implies that the numbers of Z?-orbits
in the set of height one characters and in Sf coincide, Brauer's permutation
lemma yields the result. •
5. The action of E on irreducible characters
Now we consider the inaction on height zero or n —2 irreducible
characters. In some cases E must fix height zero characters. The
following gives which cases are such.
Proposition 5.1. In the following cases the four height zero irreducible
characters in B are E-invariant : (lab), (Ilab), (III).
Proof. First consider the cases (Πab) and (IΠba). In these cases,
/(JB) = 2, there is only one character of height n — 2 and \&"\ = 5. T h e n
by the table of possible algebras of tame type in [6], the Cartan matrix
must be one of the following.
2n 2 r t ~ 1
2 π-i 2
π
"
2
Thus E must fix each element of IBr(iϊ). Moreover, by the same reason,
the column indices corresponding to (#, η\) and (#, η'2) are E-
invariant. (Note that the unique block B
x
 in B1(CG(#), B) satisfies (Ilab)
or (IΠba) by Proposition 3.1.) Also, of course, the column index
corresponding to y must be fixed by E. Hence the number of 2?-orbits
in 9' is five and therefore the result follows from Corollary 4.7.
Next we treat the cases (lab), (IΠab) and (IΠbb). Note that in
these cases, there are only characters of height zero and one in B and
1^1 = 4. Again by Corollary 4.7, it suffices to show that E fixes each
element in 9". (Note: In case of (Iab,3), &(G, B, 2) = 1 and Sf consists
of a single element corresponding to x. Thus it suffices to prove that
E fixes each element of ίf', in this case, too. See Lemma 4.2.) Moreover,
in cases of (lab) and (IΠbb), E = CE(z)G and the fact that y and z are
not G-conjugate imply that y is not i?-conjugate to z. Also, any
automorphism of D can not send xy to any power of x. Thus looking
at the elements in 9" case by case, it then suffices to show that each
irreducible Brauer character in B are Z?-invariant. This is clear in case
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of (IΠbb) since l(B) = l. In the case of (lab), it follows from the table
of possible algebras of dihedral type in [6], the Cartan matrix must be
2n~1 \ /4
2
Hence the two characters in IBr(Z?) are Z?-invariant. In the case of
(I I lab), there is one more possibility for the Cartan matrix, namely:
2n~2-\ 2"-2 +
(However, as far as the author knows, no example of a block having this
Cartan matrix is known at the present.) In this case, £P has four elements
corresponding to (1, η
γ
)y (1, η2), (z, η't)y (xyy ηxy) with IBr(B) = {ηu η2},
IBr^i) = {η\} and lBr(b
xy) = {ηxy}. Thus the number of £-orbits in Sf'
is at least three and we can conclude by Corollary 4.7 that at least two
of height zero characters are /^-invariant. On the other hand, if the
above is the Cartan matrix, then each height zero character is modularly
irreducible. (See the table in [6].) Hence at least one irreducible Brauer
character in B is i?-invariant. However since l(B) = 2, the both must be
Z?-invariant. This completes the proof of these cases.
Finally, consider the case of (IΠaa). Then l(B) = 3y l(Bx) = 2 and
\£f'\ = 5. Here Bt is the same as in the previous paragraphs. First of
all, since B1 satisfies (IΠba) by Proposition 3.1, it follows from the first
paragraph that E fixes each column index corresponding to (z, η\) or
(z> Ά'I)- (Note that B
x
 is also C£(£)-invariant.) Again by the table in
[6], there are six possibilities for Cartan matrix. However, four of them
have the following diagonal entries.
(2W, 2 W " 2 + 1, 2 M " 2 + 2), (4,
(8, 2 w " 2 + 2, 2 " - 2 + l ), (3,
Hence if the Cartan matrix is one of the above four, then E fixes every
elemant in IBr(β). The remaining two are the following.
and
The corresponding decomposition matrices are the transposes of the
following, respectively.
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1 0 1 0 1 1 ... 1
1 1 0 0 1 0 ... 0
0 0 1 1 1 0 ... 0
and
Ί 1 0 1 0 1 ... 1
0 1 0 0 1 1 ... 1
0 0 1 1 0 1 ... 1
Let us number the elements of lτr(B) and IBτ(B) as χi9 χ2- and ηlt η2
and η3, respectively, according to the above matrices. Notice that χt
with 1 <i<4 are height zero characters. Consider the first decomposition
matrix. Clearly η
x
 is J^-invariant. Thus the number of Z?-orbits in £f
is at least four, which yields that at least two height zero characters are
fixed by E by Corollary 4.7. If χt or χ3 is E-ήxed, then since ηx is
infixed, E must fix η2 and η3i too. On the other hand, if χ2 or χ4 is
infixed, then η2 or η3 is so because the restrictions of χ2 and χ4 to
2-regular elements give η2 and η3, respectively. This implies that E fixes
η2 and η3. Hence in any case, all the irreducible Brauer characters are
Z?-invariant, which together with Corollary 4.7 implies the result. Now
if the second decomposition matrix is the case, then consider the number
of height zero characters which have Y\{ as a constituent upon the restriction
to 2-regular elements. These numbers are different for ηly η2 and
η3. Thus those must be fixed by E. Therefore, Corollary 4.7 again
gives the result in this case. This completes the proof. D
In the cases which are not covered in the above proposition, in fact
there possibly exist characters which are not ^-invariant. Those are
found for instance in the case where B is the principal block of Dy
PSL2(q) or SL2(q) on which a suitable automorphism acts. Before we
consider those actions, we look at irreducible Brauer characters.
In the following lemma, we use some information on the stable
Auslander-Reiten quivers of the modular block algebras, which are found
in [6]. In this paper, modular block algebras mean those over some
algebraically closed field of characteristic 2. It is known that, if (Iaa) is
the case, then the stable Auslander-Reiten quiver has two 3-tubes, which
are stable under the action of Ω. Here Ω is the Heller operator. (See
V.4.1 and V.5.6.1 of [6].) In this case, we denote 3-tubes by 7\ and T2.
Lemma 5.2. Suppose that B satisfies (Iaa,>3). Let Ti and T2 be
the 3-tubes in the stable Auslander-Reiten quiver of the modular block algebra
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of B. Then, E fixes exactly one irreducible Brauer character in B if T1
and T2 are E-conjugate, and E fixes all the irreducible Brauer characters
otherwise.
Proof. We use several results in [6]. First of all, the possible
decomposition matrices are as follows. (Since we only need the rows
corresponding to height zero characters, we give only their first four rows.)
(1)
If the first one is the case, E must fix at least one irreducible Brauer
character. Moreover, even if the second one is the case, the same is
true when n>3 since the diagonal entries of the Cartan matrix are
(2,2n~2 + l ,2 π ~ 2 + l). Thus our assumption yields that E fixes at least
one element in IBr(lϊ). Let Slf S2 and S3 be non-ismorphic simple
modules over the modular block algebra of 2?, and let Pt be the projective
cover of St and Jt the Jacobson radical of Ph l < / < 3 . We may assume
that Si is Z?-invariant. Then the modular block algebra of B is of
dihedral type in the sense of [6]. Thus Ji/Si has at most two
indecomposable direct summands. For each z, let Uι be an indecom-
posable direct summand of J/Si and Ut an extension of St by £/;. (See
p.110 of [6].) Then in the stable Auslander-Reiten quiver of the modular
block algebra, we may assume that all {7/s lie at the end of some 3-tubes
and have Ω-period three. (For the proof of these facts, see IV.4, IV.5
and V.3.1 of [6]. See also p.116, p.277 and p.293 of [6].)
Suppose that 7\ and T2 are JE-conjugate. Then some α in E
interchanges 7\ and T2. Since (P^S^^P^S^ the module J1/S1 is
not indecomposable. Write J1/S1 = U1®V1. Then by VI.4.3 of [6],
the top factors of Ui and Vx are simple. Moreover, since we must bave
U\ = Viy the element α interchanges their top factors. If α fixes S2 and
£ 3 , then the top factor of Jx has some simple module with multiplicity
two. This implies that the quiver which gives the modular block algebra
of B has a doudle arrow. However, in the list of algebras of dihedral
type, there is no such. Hence we can conclude that AS2 = *S3.
Conversely, suppose that S
x
 is i?-invariant and S2 = S3 for some α
in E. Then we may assume that U\= U3. If Tx and T2 are α-invariant,
then since U2gt U3 and since T/s are Ω-invariant, we must have U2 = ΩU3
and C73 = Ω[72. (Note: U2, U3, ΩU2 and ΩC73 lie in the same component,
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and U2 = QU3 is equivalent to U3^Ω.U2.) Hence it follows that
U3^ΩU2 = Ω
2U3, which gives a contradiction since the Ω-period of U3
is three. Therefore, α must interchange Ti and T2. This completes
the proof. •
A similar assertion holds for the local block in the case of
(Πaa,>4). In the following lemma, we assume that B satisfies (Ilaa, >4)
and let B
x
 be the unique block of CG(z) with jB? = β. Consider the
block B1 of CG(z)/ < z > corresponding to B{. Its defect group is D/ < z >,
a dihedral group of order 2""1 and B1 satisfies (Iaa). (Note also that
l{B1) = l{Bi) = 3.) In particular, the stable Auslander-Reiten quiver of
the modular block algebra of B± has two 3-tubes. Say 7\ and T2.
Lemma 5.3. Assume that B satisfies {Ilaa, >4). In the same notation
as above, CE(z) fixes exactly one irreducible Brauer character in Bx if 7\
and T2 are CE{z)~ conjugate, and CE(z) fixes all the irreducible Brauer
characters otherwise.
Proof. Applying Lemma 5.2 to Biy we get the result. •
In several arguments thereafter we will again use the notations 7\,
T2, T1 and T2 appeared in the previous lemmas.
Proposition 5.4. (i) In the cases of (Iaay>3)y it follows that
k(Gy By n,E) = 2 if 7\ and T2 are E-conjugate and k(Gy By n,E) = 4 otherwise.
(ii) In the case of (Iaay2)y letting s be the number of NE(D)-invariant
elements in IBriB^, where Bt is the unique element in Bl(NG(D)y B)y we
have k(Gy B, ny E) = s +1.
Proof. We have |5H=4. If w>4, then by Corollary 4.7, it suffices
to consider the action of E on £f'. Also, in case of (1,3), notice that
k(Gy By 2) = 1 and that ίf consists of one element corresponding to
x. Hence it also suffices to look at the action of £ on y . (See also
Lemma 4.2.) Furthermore, if n — 2y then certainly the inaction on &" is
enough to look at. Also, the element of Sf' correspoding to z is
£*-invariant. Hence in any case, we have to look at the Z?-action on
IBr(2?). If n>3y then by Lemma 5.2, the number of 2?-orbits in SP is
either 3 or 4 according as T1 and T2 are E'-conjugate or not. Therefore,
(i) holds.
(ii) Assume that n = 2. First note that D is a defect group of Bl9
/(JB1) = 3 and its decomposition matrix is (2) in the proof of Lemma
5.2. (In fact, it is known that the modular block algebra of Bi is Morita
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equivalnet to that of the principal block of the alternating group of degree
four. See V.2.14 of [6].) In particular, its stable Auslander-Reiten quiver
has also two 3-tubes. Say T[ and T2. Moreover, since modules in
3-tubes have D as their vertex, the Green correspondence gives a graph
isomorphism between T 1 u T 2 and T[\jT2y which commutes with the
action of NE(D). The structure of T'/s is well known and can be found
in [3]. In particular, if we let S\y S'2 and S'3 be non-isomorphic simple
modules over the modular block algebra of B
γ
 and let U\ be an extension
of S'ι by Si+1, l < / < 3 , where the indices are taken modulo three, then
it is known that £/ 's lie in the end of one 3-tube. We distinguish two
cases.
Suppose that the number s in the statement is zero. In this case
NE(D) must rotate both T\ and T2 and hence 7\ and T2. Now the
modular block algebra of B is also known to be Morita equivalent to
the block algebra of the principal block of the alternating group of degree
four or five, and thus its Auslander-Reiten quiver is well known. (See
6.6 of [3].) By those observations, one can conclude that the decomposition
matrix of B must be the same as that of B1 (namely, (2) in the proof
of Lemma 5.2), and no element in IBr(B) is /^-invariant. Thus we get
k(G, B, ny E) = ί.
Suppose now that s> 1. Then s is 1 or 3. In this case, the argument
in the proof of Lemma 5.2 works, and it follows that 5=1 if and only
if T\ and T2 are ΛΓ£(D)-conjugate. Moreover, this holds if and only if
7\ and T2 are Z?-conjugate. Thus by the structure of 3-tubes we can
determine the number of /^-invariant irreducible Brauer characters in B
in each case. Namely, this number is 1 if 5=1 and is 3 if 5 = 3. This
yields the result. •
A similar consequence can be proved in the case of (Πaa).
Proposition 5.5. Suppose that B satisfies (Πaa).
(i) Assume n>4. Then k(Gy By ny E) = 2 and k{Gy By 2, £) = 0 if
7\ and T2 are CE{z)-conjugate, and k(Gy By ny E) = 4 and k(Gy By 2,
E) = 2 otherwise.
(ii) Assume that n = 3. Let s be the number of CE{z)~invariant elements
in I B r ^ i ) . (B
x
 is the unique block in Bl(CG(s), B).) Then we have
k(Gy By ny E) = s + ί and k{Gy By 2, E) = s.
Proof. Let # denote {χe lrr(B)\d(χ) = n or 2}. Consider the
jE-actions on ^ and Sf'. We first list the possible Cartan matrices for
B which are found in [6].
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Note that E must fix at least one element of IBr(i?) unless the third one
is the case and w = 3.
We first assume that n>\. Then \<g\ = \£f'\ = 6. According to the
above Cartan matrices, the first six rows of the decomposition matrices,
corresponding to the elements of #, are as follows.
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
1
0
1
1
0
°\0
1
1
0 ,
1/
y
1
1
1
2
\o
0
1
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
1 .
l /
/ I
I °
0
1
1
\ l
0
1
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
1/
Recall that, in any case, E must fix at least one element of IBr(B). Also,
if the remaining two are /^-conjugate, then we must have k(Gy By ny E) = 2
and k(G, By 2, E) = 0, and k(Gy By nyE) = 4 and k(Gy By2yE) = 2 otherwise.
Suppose first that Ti and T2 are C£(^)-conjugate. Then Lemma 5.3
yields that the number m of i?-orbits in SP is either 4 or 5. If m = 5,
then E fixes every element in IBr(£?) and the above argument shows that
the number of l?-ordits in <€ is six, contradicting Corollary 4.7. Hence
m = 4 and we obtain the desired result.
If 7\ and T2 are not (^(^-conjugate, then the above number m is
either 5 or 6 by Lemma 5.3. If m = 5, then two elements in IBr(β) are
not i?-invariant and the above argument implies that the number of
i?-orbits in ^  is four, a contradiction. Hence m = 6 and we get the result.
Now assume that n = 3. Then * = Irr(fl) and hence |«Ί = 7. The
block B
x
 satisfies (Πaa) and thus l(B) = 3. The possibilities of
decomposition matrices are as follows.
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(1)
1 0 0\
1 1 <Γ
1 0 1
1 1 1
0 1 0
\ 0 0 1/
*2 1 V
(2)
\
1 0 0
0 1 θ\
0 0 1
1 1 1
1 1 0
1 0 1
0 1 1
(If n — 3y then there is no block with the second Cartan matrix in the
first paragraph of this proof.) If the above (1) is the Cartan matrix,
then since E fixes at least one element of IBr(i?), we have k(Gy By 3, E) = 2
and k(Gy By 2, E)=\ if the remaining two are i?-conjugate and k(Gy By
3, E) = A and k(G, By 2, £) = 3 otherwise. On the other hand, if (2) is
the Cartan matrix, then we have one more possibility, namely, k(G> By
3, E) = \ and k(Gy By 2, E) = 0 if the three elements in IBr(B) are
l?-conjutate.
Let rri be the number of C£(*)-orbits in I B r ^ i ) . (\<rn'<3.) We
regard m! simυltaniously as the number of 2?-orbits in the subset
{(z> /^Ί)> (^ > tf^y (z> Vs)} °f y- I n the following m denotes the number of
jE-orbits in the entire column index set of the generalized decomposition
matrix. Since the index corresponding to x is Z?-invariant, we have
m' + 2<m<m / + 4. For each possibility of m, the above argument yields
the following.
m m
k(G,By3yE) 1 2
k(G,B,2,E) 0 1
4
3
The numbers of Z?-orbits in ^ are 3, 5 and 7, respectively. Thus by
Brauer's permutation lemma, for each rri with l < m ' < 3 , there is only
one possibility for m. Namely, one of the following holds.
rri 1 2 3
m 3 5 7
k(G,By3yE) 1 2 4
k{GyBy2yE) 0 1 3
Since ra' = l, 2, 3 are equivalent to s = 0y 1, 3, repectively, the result
follows. •
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In cases of (Ibb) and (Πbb) we have the following propositions.
Proposition 5.6. Suppose that B satisfies (766,>3) or (7/66, > 4).
Then k(Gy By ny E) = 2 if y and xy are E-conjugate, and k(Gy By ny E) = 4
otherwise.
Proof. If n>\y then by Corollary 4.7, it suffices to consider the
action of E on 9". Also, in case of (/, 3), notice that k(Gy By 2) = 1 and
that if consists of one element corresponding to x. Hence it also suffices
to look at the action of E on £f'. (See also Lemma 4.2.) In both cases,
| ^ Ί = 4 and l(B) = ί.
Since E=CE(z)G and since z is not G-conjugate to y or xy, it follows
that z is /^-conjugate neither to y nor to xy. Thus the number of 7?-orbits
in £f' is 4 if y and xy are not /^-conjugate, and is 3 otherwise. Hence
the result follows. •
Proposition 5.7. Let A denote E/CE(D)G and suppose that B satisfies
(766,2) or (7/66,3). Then A is isomorphic to some subgroup of the symmetric
group of degree three. Moreovery we have the following.
k(Gy By ny E) =
1, if\A\ = 3 or 6
2, if\A\ = 2
4, if\A\ = l
Proof. Since Out(D) is isomorphic to the symmetric group of degree
three, the first statement holds from Lemma 4.3.
In both cases, l(B) = \ Moreover, if (Πbb,3) is the case, l{B1) = \y
where B1 is the unique block of CG(z) with B<[ = By and k(Gy By2) = \. All
the other column indices correspond to xy y and xy. Hence in order to
determine the number m of 7?-orbits in the index set it suffices to consider
the action of A on the G-conjugacy classes containing xy yy or xy. Notice
also that m is at least n in either case. Thus the number of i?-orbits in
the set of height zero characters is at least two. If | A | is 3 or 6, then
some element of E permutes the classes corresponding to xy y and xy
cyclically. Thus k(Gy By ny E) must be 1. If | A \ = 2, then the number of
jE-orbits in the set of height zero characters in B is 3 and thus
k(Gy By ny E) = 2. If \A\ = l, we certainly obtain k(Gy By ny £) = 4. •
REMARK. The possible values of k(Gy By dy E) which appear in the
statements of this section can actually be realized in some tame blocks.
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6. The extended conjecture
As in the previous sections, we assume that G is a normal subgroup
of E and B is a tame block of G fixed by E. In this section, we prove
our main theorem, namely, that the extended conjecture holds for tame
blocks. Thus we also assume that O2(G) = 1. First we show that in
order to prove the extended conjecture it suffices to look at the block
Bt appearing in Proposition 3.1;
Lemma 6.1. Let H be CG{z) if n>3 and NG{D) if n = 2. If
(*) KG, By dy F) = k(Hy By dy F)
holds for all d and all F with G<F<Ey then the extended conjecture holds.
Proof. Fix F as above. Let u be an involution in D. Suppose
that u is not G-conjutate to z if n>3. Let C± and C2 be 1 < <u> and
1< <u> <Q, respectively, where Q is the same as in Proposition 3.2,
and let H1=NG(C1) and N1=NG(C2). Then by the remark following
Proposition 3.2, each of Bl(Hiy B) and B^A^, B) consists of a single
element. Say b and Vy respectively. In particular, b (resp. V) is
NE(C^(resp. ΛΓ£(C2))-invariant. Moreover, we have NF(C1) = NF(C2)H1.
Now, since b is a tame block, applying (*) to b (with G, B and F being
replaced by Hiy b and NF(Cι)y respectively) we obtain
k(Hly by dy NF(C1)) = k(Nu by dy N^CJ)
for all d. Now, if F is not contained in NEiCJG, then k(H
u
 B, dy F) = 0,
and otherwise using (1.3) we have
k(Hly by dy NF(C1)) = k(Hly By dy F)
for all d. On the other hand, since NE(C2)H1=NE(C1)y we have
NE(C1)G = NE(C2)G. Thus, if F is not contained in NEiCJG, then
k(Nly B, d, F) = 0, and otherwise we have
k(N
u
 b, d, NpiC^^HN^ By d, F)
for all d. Hence we obtain
(**) HHlt B, d, F) = k{Nu B, d, F)
for all d and F. Finally, let ur be a non-central involution in D. Let
H' = NE{\<<zy u>) and N' = NE(l < <z>< <z, u'>). Then since
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n>3 and E = CE(z)Gy the same arguments as above and as in the proof
of Proposition 3.3 ίmplίy that
(***) k(H'nGy By dy F) = k(N'nGy By dy F)
for all F and d. Notice that in each of (*), (**) and (***), the two chains
in the both sides have length of opposite parity. Therefore, in view of
Lemma 2.7, the alternating sum (1.1) vanishes. This completes the
proof. •
By the above lemma we can now concentrate on the blocks B and
B
x
. Here B
x
 is the unique block of Hy where H is in Lemma 6.1, such
that B*l = B. In the rest of this paper, we fix these notations. In addition,
we let E' be CE(z) if n>3 and NE(D) if n = 2. Remark that since B is
/^-invariant, the Frattini argument yields that GE'— E. In particular,
E = F if and only if E' = FnE'. When we check (*) in Lemma 6.1, we
distinguish the cases assording to the value d. First consider the case
where d—n — 1 and w>4 (Lemma 6.2), then d=n (Lemma 6.3) and finally
d=2 (Lemma 6.4). Recall that for all the other values of dy the number
k(Gy By dy F) is zero. Also, recall that Bγ is £"-invariant and k(Hy By dy F)
is equal to k(Hy Bu dy FnE').
Lemma 6.2. Suppose that n>\. Then k(Gy By n-\y F) = k(Hy By
n-\y F) for all F.
Proof. Through the natural homomorphism from NE(D)/CE(D) to
Aut(D), we can define a homomorphism vE>: Er -» Γ in a way similar to v,
and E/CE(D)G^E7CE(D)H yields that £/Ker v = £'/Ker vE, and Ker v
π £ " = KervjE'. (See (4.1.b).) Moreover, the conclusions similar to
Lemma 4.5 and Corollary 4.6 hold for vE, and k(Hy Bly n — \y FnE'). If
F does not contain Ker v, then it follows from Lemma 4.5 that both
k{Gy By n-\y F) and k(Hy By n-\y F) are zero. On the other hand, if
F>Kerv, then since F/Ker v^E'nF/Ker vE,y the result follows from
Corollary 4.6. •
Lemma 6.3. k(Gy By ny F) = k(Hy By ny F) for all F.
Proof. We distinguish several conditions which the block B
satisfies. (For example, case (Ilab) below means that we treat the case
where B satisfies (Ilab).)
Cases (Πab) and (III). Note that by Proposition 3.1, B
γ
 also satisfies
(Πab) or (III) accordingly. It follows from Proposition 5.1 that
k(Gy BynyF) = 0if EφFy and k(Gy By ny E) = 4. Since FE'=Ey applying
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Proposition 5.1 to B
u
 it also follows that k(Hy By ny F) = 0 if FφEy and
k(Hy By ny £) = 4. Thus the result follows.
Case (lab). Recall that B1 satisfies (Ibb), and notice that n>3. By
Proposition 5.1 and the argument given in the cases of (Ilab) and (III),
it suffices to show that all the height zero characters in B1 are
ZΓ-invariant. Thus by using Proposition 5.6, it then suffices to prove
that y and xy are not £"-conjugate. Suppose to the contrary that y and
xy are £"-conjugate. Then since z and xy are G-conjugate, we can
conclude that z and y are 2?-conjugate. However, since E=CE(z)G and
since y is not G-conjugate to zy this derives a contradiction. Therefore,
the result holds.
Cases (Iaa,2) and (Πaa,3). Recall that B
x
 satisfies (Iaa,2) or (Πaa,3)
accordingly. By Propositions 5.4 and 5.5, the values k(Gy By ny F) and
k(Hy By ny F) are both equal to s + 1, where s is the number of irreducible
Brauer characters in B
x
 whose inertia subgroups in Ef are FnE. There-
fore, the result follows.
Cases (Ibb,2) and (Πbb,3). B
x
 also satisfies (Ibb,2) or (Πbb,3)
accordingly. If F does not contain CE(D)Gy then both k(GyB,nyF) and
k(Hy By ny F) are zero by Proposition 5.7. Assume that F>CE(D)G.
Note that F/CE(D)G^FnE7CE(D)H. We set s = \F/CE(D)G\ and t = \E/
CE(D)G\. Then it follows from Proposition 5.7 that
k(G,B,n,F) = k(H,B,n,F) =
Thus the result holds.
0, if (syt) = (1,6) or (3,6)
1, if (syt) = (2,6), (6,6) or (3,3)
2, if (syt) = (1,2) or (2,2)
3, if(j,ί) = (l,3)
4, if(M) = (l,l).
Cases (Iaa,>3), (Ibb,>3), (Πaa,>4) and (IIbb,>4). Recall that B1
satisfies (Ibb,>3) if B satisfies (Iaa,>3), and B and B
x
 satisfy the same
property otherwise. Define a certain subgroup in each individual case
in the following way.
In case of (Iaa,>3), I
x
 is the stabilizer of 7\ (and of T2) in E. (See
Lemma 5.2.)
In case of (Πaa,>4), / 2 = / G , where / is the stabilizer of 7\ (and
of T2) in E\ (See the paragraph preceding Lemma 5.3.)
In cases of (Ibb,>3) and (Hbb,>4), I3 = CE(y)G.
In cases of (Iaa,>3), (Ibb,>3) and (Πbb,>4), I4 = CE>(y)G.
Then by using Propositions 5.4, 5.5 and 5.6, we can conclude that
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[ 0, if IiφFφEφIi or I—EΦF
k(GyBytιyF) = 2, if 1—FΦE or It*F=E
(4, if Ii = E = F
holds for the following G's and //s.
Case for B G It
(Iaay>3) G Ix
(Πaay>4) Gand/f I2
(Ibby>3)y(IIbby>4) G 7 3
(Iaay > 3)y(Ibby > 3)y(IIbby > 4) H J 4
The above shows that the result follows in case of (Πaa, > 4 ) . In case
of (Iaa,>3), it suffices to prove that 7 1 = / 4 . For each ι,f = l,2, vertices
of all the modules in T, coincide and are equal to Q1 or Q 2 . (See
[6,V.4.1].) However, by [6,V.5.13], Qi and Q2 are not G-conjugate.
Thus we may assume that for each ί,ι '=l,2, all the modules in T{ have
Qi as their vertex. Hence we have Iι=NE(Q1)G, and thus I^I^. T o
see that / i < / 4 , let α e / ^ Write α = α'g, where α'ei?' and # e G . Since
Q
γ
 and Q 2 a r e n o t G-conjugate, Q{ is not G-conjugate to Q 2 Then,
since a!eE' = NE(D)H, the group ζ)^ must be //-conjugate to Qx. Hence
a
f
 = a1h for some α1eiV jE:,(Q1) and heH. Therefore, cc = oc'g = uihg lies in
NE (Qi)G, and we get Iί<NE,(Q1)G = I4.
In the cases of (Ibb,>3) and (Πbb,>4), we must show that
/ 3 = / 4 . Clearly, / 4 < / 3 . Now, / 3 < / 4 can be proved by the same
argument as above replacing Q
Ϊ9 Q2 and NE>(QX) by y, xy and C£'(y),
respectively. (Note that in these cases, y and xy are not G-
conjugate.) This completes the proof of the lemma. •
Lemma 6.4. k(G, B, 2, F) = k(Hy By 2, F) for all F.
Proof. By Lemma 2.3 and Proposition 3.1, the result is clear unless
B satisfies (Πaa). However, in the case of (Πaa), B
x
 also satisfies
(Πaa). Using Proposition 5.5, k(Gy By 2, F) and k(Hy By 2, F) coincide by
an argument similar to the one given in the cases of (Πaa,3) and (Πaa,>4)
in Lemma 6.3. Therefore, the result holds. •
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